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by
Daniel Hirsch
“Having the capacity to outlast human civilization as we know it and the
potential to devastate public health and the environment, nuclear waste has
vexed scientists, Congress, and regulatory agencies for the last half-century.”
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, Nuclear Energy
Institute v. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, July 9, 2004
Introduction
The problem of what to do with the extraordinarily dangerous and long-lived wastes
produced by nuclear fission has perplexed society since the first reactor wastes were produced on
December 2, 1942, the day an atomic “pile,” composed of graphite and uranium slugs, went
critical in a converted squash court at the University of Chicago. More than seventy years later,
despite repeated protestations of confidence by regulators that a solution would soon be found,
we still have no method for disposing of the high-level wastes (HLW) produced by nuclear
power plants, each enormously larger than that first device for releasing the power of the atom.
And more nuclear waste is produced every day.
Perhaps no issue raises more serious questions of inter-generational ethics than whether
we should continue to create such extraordinarily hazardous wastes without a solution to their
safe disposal. The plutonium-239 in HLW, for example, is one of the most toxic substances on
earth; a few millionths of an ounce if inhaled will cause cancer with virtual 100% statistical
certainty. Yet we must find a way to successfully isolate from the environment hundreds of
metric tons of plutonium for its hazardous life—about half a million years.
Our society reaps the benefits of these atomic power plants: roughly fifty years of
electricity. But thousands of generations to come may pay the price if even a small fraction of
the radioactive waste contaminates water, soil, or air over the time period for which it is
dangerous. We get fifty years of power; they get 500,000 years of radioactive waste.
Yet those who may bear the burden of our mistakes neither will have benefited from the
power nor had any say in the decisions that may so severely impact their environment. Those

who will be adversely affected have not yet been born. They cannot submit comments on draft
environmental impact statements or proposed rulemakings; they cannot vote for elected officials
who set policy and appoint or confirm key decision-makers; they cannot file suit in an effort to
defend their interests. The choices we make today can harm in grievous ways many, many
generations to come who will have had no voice in those hugely impactful decisions.
It is certainly an extraordinary situation that the well-being of so many generations to
come are to some significant degree held in the hands of a few individuals before whom they
cannot appear to plead their case and yet on whom their lives may depend. Indeed, even
members of today’s public, concerned about the implications for those not yet born, have long
been barred from raising the issue of waste disposal in the licensing proceedings for nuclear
power plants, one of the most important questions that should lie at the heart of decisions
whether to grant licenses that would produce more waste for which there is no disposal solution.
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has by rule—a kind of nuclear gag rule, some
observers have called it—prohibited perhaps the most critical issue about whether the license
should issue from being raised. NRC has done so by its “waste confidence rule,” in which it
expressed confidence that a solution will soon be found and therefore barred consideration of
what would happen if their confidence were misplaced.
The problem is that the NRC’s expressed confidence that there would soon be a
permanent disposal site has repeatedly been empirically disproven. In 1977, a couple years after
its establishment, NRC issued a finding that it was confident that the wastes produced by reactors
“can and will in due course be disposed of safely.’’1 (emphasis added) With no such facility
having opened or even under construction underway by 1984, NRC issued a waste confidence
rule that said there would be a functioning HLW disposal facility open and operating by 20072009. When it was clear that wouldn’t happen, it revised its confidence statement in 1990 with a
new expected date of the first quarter of the 21st century. When that also turned out not to be in
the cards, NRC stopped giving dates by which it was confident there would be such a site and
instead found that the Commission was confident there would be a HLW geological repository
open “when necessary.” The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia struck down that rule,
concluding that it was not clear such a disposal site would in fact ever open, and directed NRC to
prepare an Environmental Impact Statement analyzing the environmental impacts of high level
radioactive waste if no geological repository became available.2
In its proposed new Waste Confidence Rule and associated draft Generic Environmental
Impact Statement (GEIS),3 NRC no longer says it has confidence that a HLW disposal facility
will open, but rather that it is “feasible” that a HLW facility can commence operation within
sixty years after the end of the licensed life of a reactor, defined as the original 40-year license
term and including two 20-year renewals. NRC proceeds then to purportedly analyze the
potential impacts of continued above-ground storage of HLW at reactor sites or potentially at
centralized surface storage facilities, for three time periods: up to 140 years from the time a
reactor commenced operation, up to 240 years from start of operation; and “indefinitely.”
NRC’s analysis relies almost exclusively on a self-described “assumption” that
institutional controls will remain in place and effective for these time periods, in order to assure
that the waste is guarded 24 hours a day, seven days a week, year after year, century after
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century, and that someone will undertake the technically challenging task of repackage the HLW
every century into eternity. It is exceedingly difficult to view this assumption as anything but
arbitrary and capricious in the extreme. The NRC itself has only been in existence for forty
years. Our government was not in existence 240 years ago; indeed, the United States of America
did not even exist as a nation then. And with the longevity of the waste being 500,000 years or
more, it is important to recall that recorded history only goes back a few thousand years. We are
talking about time periods that far exceed any reasonable assumption of the longevity of
institutions, let alone institutional controls.
NRC arbitrarily dismisses—in a footnote—the prospect that institutional controls may
not be durable and effective over these extraordinary time periods, asserting that loss of
institutional controls is “so unlikely that it is a remote and speculative occurrence.”4 In this
paper we review that issue and conclude the opposite, that continued and effective institutional
controls over the time periods involved are so unlikely as to be a remote and speculative
occurrence. In any case, the potential for such failure is real, and the environmental
consequences must be examined carefully. This the NRC GEIS does not do.
Among the “best evidence,” the most viable datasets available, for judging the NRC
claim that institutions can be relied upon to effectively manage radioactive waste over these kind
of extraordinary time frames is the history of efforts by institutions to date to deal with
radioactive waste. That history is examined in this study.

Brief Primer—Wastes of Extraordinary Toxicity and Longevity
When uranium splits apart (“fission”), it produces hundreds of different radionuclides
that continue to decay and give off ionizing radiation. Most are fission products, fragments of
what was originally uranium atoms that were broken apart by neutron bombardment. Some are
activation products, elements that have changed because of absorbing neutrons; among these are
the transuranic elements, such as plutonium.
These radioactive wastes are exquisitely dangerous, even in minute quantities,
particularly if inhaled or ingested. As of some years ago, U.S. nuclear reactor spent fuel
contained approximately 12,000,000,000 curies (Ci) of long-lived radionuclides.5 [A curie is the
amount of radioactive material that produces 37 billion radioactive disintegrations per second.]
By contrast, regulators measure permissible concentrations in air and water in pico-curies (pCi),
millionths of a millionth of a curie (i.e, 10-12 curies). See, e.g., 10 CFR 20 Appendix B and EPA
Safe Drinking Water Act limits6.
For example, EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Act Maximum Contaminant Limit (MCL) for
strontium-90 is 8 pCi per liter.7 Strontium-90 concentrates in bone and can produce bone cancer
and leukemia if ingested. There are at present more than three billion curies (3 x 109 Ci or 1021
pCi) of strontium-90 in U.S. spent reactor fuel. That amount of strontium-90 alone, not counting
the other radionuclides, could contaminate more than 3.75 x 1020 liters of water (375 billion
billion liters) at the Safe Drinking Water Act limit. That is 660,000 times the annual water
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consumption of the U.S.8 It is thus clear that leakage of even a tiny fraction of the radioactive
inventory in U.S. spent reactor fuel could have a devastating effect on the environment.
Some of these radionuclides present in HLW are also extraordinarily long-lived.
Plutonium-239, for example, has a half-life of about 24,000 years, meaning that half of it will
still be around 24,000 years from now, a quarter of it will still exist 48,000 years from now, and
so on.
The general rule of thumb is that it takes, depending on how much one has to start with,
ten to twenty half-lives for radioactive material to decay to something resembling nonradioactive status (that is, if it doesn’t decay into other radionuclides, which starts the clock all
over again.) After ten half-lives, the remaining amount of the original radionuclide is reduced
roughly a thousand-fold. Ten half-lives reduces the remaining amount by a factor of 210 (two to
the tenth power) = 1024. In twenty half-lives, the remaining inventory is about a millionth of
what one had at the beginning, i.e., by a factor of 220 (two to the twentieth power) = 1,048,576.
The plutonium-239 (Pu-239) inventory in U.S. spent fuel for the current fleet of reactors
if they operate for their current licensed period will be well in excess of 1,000 metric tons.9 Thus,
24,000 years from now, there would still be over 500 tons. 240,000 years from now, there would
still be a ton of Pu-239 in that waste. Not until about half a million years into the future, would
that plutonium have decayed down to a kilogram.
Pu-239 is among the most toxic materials on earth. A tenth of a milligram (one ten
thousandths of a gram, one ten millionths of a kilogram, a few millionths of an ounce) if inhaled
will cause cancer with virtual 100% statistical certainty.10 Thus, even half a million years from
now, that remaining kilogram of plutonium would still be of non-neglible potency. But it would
take nearly five hundred millennia to get down to a kilogram of Pu-239. And there are other
significant radionuclides in high level waste, such as iodine-129 and technetium-99, that are even
longer-lived than plutonium-239.
It is because of the very long hazardous life of HLW that the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) recommended, and the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia directed,
that adequate performance of HLW disposal plans be demonstrated out hundreds of thousands of
years.11 EPA had adopted regulations to only require that analyses demonstrate compliance for
the first 10,000 years. NAS pointed out that the wastes were hazardous for vastly longer than
that; that Yucca Mountain analyses suggested peak exposures to the public from Yucca leakage
occurring at several hundred thousand years; and that one should analyze for at least one million
years, the time scale for long-term geologic processes at Yucca Mountain. The Court of Appeals
agreed, saying the law required the rules to be consistent with the NAS recommendations. But to
have confidence that institutional controls will remain in place even for the first ten thousand
years –or even the shorter periods of 140 years and 240 years--seems extraordinarily difficult to
defend.
A review of the historical evidence involving how well regulators’ confidence on nuclear
matters was matched by subsequent events may be instructive in this regard.
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Irrational Exuberance and Regulatory Fictions
From the dawn of the nuclear era, regulators have manifested an at times almost religious
zeal and confidence, which subsequent events have often not borne out. A few examples:
•

In 1954, Lewis Strauss, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), the
predecessor of the NRC, famously predicted, “Our children will enjoy in their homes
electrical energy too cheap to meter.”12

•

The AEC and NRC had long declared Class IX accidents—those involving major core
damage—as “non-credible” and not needing to be designed against or analyzed in
environmental impact statements. Then came the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, and
NRC was forced to acknowledge its overconfidence and reverse the policy.

•

The NRC’s Reactor Safety Study WASH-1400 had concluded that there was a
vanishingly small probability of a major nuclear accident. The American Physical
Society, the U.S. Congress, and a Congressionally-ordered review all raised serious
questions about the study’s conclusions, and the NRC eventually had to withdraw its
reliance on the study’s claims—two months before the TMI accident empirically
demonstrated the risks of regulatory overconfidence.

•

The “design basis” required for containment structures was, and remains, for the
containment to be able to withstand only the pressure from a major pipe break, not an
accident involving fuel melting, so few if any of our containments are designed to
withstand pressures from a major accident.

•

Backup batteries are only required to be able to run for a few hours, based on the
assumption that loss of offsite power and diesel generators would not credibly occur for
longer than that. However, “station blackout” at the U.S.-designed reactors at Fukushima
lasted for weeks, to devastating effect.

•

The design basis earthquake—the largest earthquake for which a particular nuclear plant
must be designed—is often considerably smaller than what nearby faults are actually
capable of, again, precisely what destroyed Fukushima.

•

The design basis threat—the largest terrorist assault on a plant that it must be prepared to
defend against—was for decades only three people, on foot, operating as a single team,
with only equipment they can hand-carry, up to hand-held automatic weapons.13 For
years, NRC asserted it was not credible that there could ever be a truck-bomb used in the
United States and therefore nuclear plants didn’t need to be protected against them.14
That finally changed when the truck bombing of the World Trade Center occurred,
almost simultaneously with a standoff over a vehicular intrusion at the undamaged Three
Mile Island accident.
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•

In response to contentions by the Governor of California in the Diablo Canyon licensing
proceeding that there could be an attack by up to twelve terrorists, NRC claimed it was
not credible that there would ever be a terrorist attack of any sort involving more than
three terrorists.15 9/11, of course, involved 19 terrorists, operating as separate teams, and
they didn’t come in on foot.

The history of over-confident assumptions about radioactive waste disposal has followed the
same pattern.

History of Disposal of AEC Wastes
From the earliest days of the AEC, and the Manhattan Project from which it arose, how to
safely dispose of the wastes produced was largely an afterthought, driven by a confidence that
the problem was manageable or would somehow soon be solved.
The Smyth Report, the official history of the Manhattan Project issued shortly after the
conclusion of the Second World War, notes that the Hanford Reservation on the Columbia River
was chosen as the site of massive reactors and reprocessing facilities in part because of its access
to one of the largest sources of pure freshwater in the country. But not for long. The Columbia
was used as a sewer for much of the radioactive waste created at Hanford. The large production
reactors employed once-through-cooling; water was sucked in from the river to cool the
irradiated nuclear fuel, and then dumped back directly into the river, carrying with it the
radioactivity that had leaked out of the fuel.
High level liquid wastes from reprocessing, containing huge amounts of long-lived
radioactivity mixed with reactive chemicals, were stored in single-walled tanks, with the premise
they would be remove before they ate through the tank walls. However, the wastes remained in
the tanks; the tanks corroded and leaked; HLW migrated into the soil beneath the site and is
working its way toward the Columbia River.
Vast quantities of other wastes were dumped just directly into the ground, where they
could migrate to groundwater and from there into the Columbia. The operators of the facility had
a belief in an almost infinite capacity of the soil to retain large amounts of radioactivity, a belief
strenuously questioned by the National Academy of Sciences’ committee on waste disposal in
the 1950s and 1960s:16
The Committee thinks that the current practices of disposing of
intermediate and low-level liquid wastes and all manner of solid wastes directly
into the ground above or in the fresh-water zones, although momentarily safe, will
lead in the long run to a serious fouling of man’s environment. Such methods
represent a concept of easy disposal that has had and will continue to have great
appeal to operators, but we fear that continuation of the practices eventually will
create hazards that will be extremely difficult and expensive to eliminate.
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A fundamental conclusion “was that continuing disposal of low-level waste in the vadose
water zone, above the water table, probably involves unacceptable long-term risks.”17 Unsafe
practices existed throughout the AEC nuclear complex nationwide. The NAS said:18
[N]one of the major sites at which radioactive wastes are being stored or disposed
of is geologically suited for safe disposal of any manner of radioactive wastes
other than very dilute, very low-level liquids.
The response of the AEC to the concerns expressed by the NAS was to threaten
withdrawal of AEC funding unless NAS disbanded the waste committee, reconstituted it with
new members acceptable to AEC, and gave AEC the right to review reports before release and
block their public release if it didn’t like the conclusions.19 The NAS acquiesced to these
demands.20 The concerns were ignored, the problems continued and grew.
At the Rocky Flats facility in Colorado, repeated assurances that the plutonium used there
was fully contained and prevented from entering the environment turned out to be poorlyfounded, as numerous fires and other events led to significant quantities of plutonium being
released into the air and contaminating large amounts of land in the surrounding area, essentially
in perpetuity. At the AEC’s Idaho Falls facility, optimism about reactors was chastened by the
meltdown of the first breeder, the EBR-1, and the power excursion (a kind of small nuclear
explosion) of the SL-1, killing its workers and releasing radioactivity into the environment that
has contributed to the ongoing contamination of the site. Poor waste disposal problems there, and
at Savannah River, Fernald, Oak Ridge, and indeed virtually the entire nuclear complex across
the United States resulted in massive legacy contamination problems that still vex us today.
After the Chernobyl accident in 1986, the Department of Energy (DOE, a successor to
AEC), commenced reviews of the DOE complex that identified severe contamination problems
throughout it. Cleanup operations have commenced, but despite legally binding agreements
between DOE and the affected states, milestones have been continuously missed, cleanup
budgets trimmed, remediation technologies failed to work as hoped. For example, efforts to
construct waste vitrification facilities have encountered significant problems and resultant
schedule slippage.21
Additionally, the government appears to have lost track of significant numbers of
formerly utilized sites that remain contaminated. A recent series in the Wall Street Journal by
John Emshwiller has documented continuing problems at a variety of sites which have receded
from the institutional memory of the agencies responsible for assuring they are cleaned up.22
Ocean Dumping of Radioactive Waste
From 1946 to approximately 1970, the U.S. disposed of radioactive wastes by dumping at
sea. Wastes were placed in various kinds of packages, predominantly 55-gallon drums, placed
on tugs or ships, taken out to ocean dumpsites, and tossed overboard. Sometimes they wouldn’t
sink; sometimes they would subsequently get caught in fishing nets and hauled back to the
surface.
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The confidence underlying AEC approval of this practice was based on two somewhat
contradictory assumptions employed at different times. The first was that “dilution is the
solution to pollution.” The ocean is large, so it was assumed by AEC that it had essentially
infinite capacity to received radioactive wastes safely. This was based on the premise that there
were thresholds below which radiation was not dangerous and thus thresholds of carrying
capacity of the oceans for radioactive waste.23
However, the National Academy of Sciences committees reviewing ocean dumping
repeatedly raised questions about this assumption. They noted that genetic effects from radiation
had no threshold below which the damage didn’t occur, and they questioned whether there was a
scientific basis for setting a capacity of the oceans to receive safely radioactive wastes.24
As time went on, the lack of thresholds for radiation-induced cancer also became
accepted, not just by NAS but as official policy of NRC, DOE, EPA, and other agencies. The
Linear No Threshold presumption—all radiation exposure increases cancer risk, and the risk
increases roughly linearly with dose—is the fundamental premise of all radiation safety
regulation now. So the “waste confidence” determination by AEC allowing ocean dumping was
premised on an assumption of thresholds that turned out to be incorrect. (If there is no threshold
below which radiation is safe, but all doses carry some risk and risk is linear with dose, diluting
contamination so as to spread it results in lower amounts per fish but very much larger numbers
of fish exposed, so the number of people potentially exposed by eating fish increases even if the
individual doses go down. The operative figure is the number of person-rems of exposure, a
function of the number of people exposed times the amount of exposure per person. Dilution
does no good in reducing person-rems, it just affects a wider portion of the environment.)
Additionally, the assumption that ocean dumping would in fact result in dilution also
turned out to be largely incorrect. The radioactivity released from the degrading canisters was
subsequently found to adsorb instead onto and concentrate in bottom sediments. Bottomdwelling organisms root through those sediments, ingesting the radionuclides and concentrating
them in their bodies. They are then consumed by other marine organisms, and then by higher
organisms, with radionuclides concentrating as they go up the food chain through a process
called bioaccumulation. So, rather than dilution, it turned out there were radioactivity
concentration phenomena at work.25
Alternately, it was asserted that the radioactivity would remain in the barrels for the
hazardous life of the radionuclides, and that even if some got out, it would remain in the water
near the barrels where, it was presumed, there was no marine life due to supposed lack of oxygen
or upwelling. Every one of those assumptions turned out to be incorrect.
A study done by attaching monitoring devices on barrels being dumped found roughly a
third of them imploded before even hitting the bottom because of the differential pressure.
Investigations by EPA personnel in the Alvin submersible of the Farallons Islands dumpsite and
one off the East Coast, and earlier similar submersible inspections of the Santa Cruz Basin
dumpsite off Santa Barbara, found that in just a few years the barrels had degraded substantially.
There was significant corrosion and deformation, and radioactivity was found in the sediments
nearby at levels far in excess of fallout background, having leaked from the drums.26
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Additionally, rather than being “ocean deserts,” these dumpsites were teaming with
marine life. There was plenty of oxygen to sustain them; much upwelling bring material further
up into the water column and recirculating back down; and the barrels themselves, generating
heat from the radioactive decay, appeared to be if anything attracting fish and other sea
organisms to them. These fish provided also a mechanism for the contamination to move back
up higher into the ocean column, as they swam up and were consumed by other fish, providing a
migration mechanism for the contaminants in the fish themselves. Furthermore, fish sampling
resulted in evidence of radionuclide uptake in the fish from the leaking wastes, including in
edible portions of edible fish.27
These scientific findings, contradicting the optimistic premises of the regulators who had
permitted ocean dumping for so long, led in the 1980s to the London Dumping Convention
passing a resolution against continuation of the practice and subsequently a prohibition on it.
The “waste confidence” assumptions underlying ocean dumping had been eviscerated, leading to
stopping the practice; but not before tens of thousands of barrels of radioactive waste were
disposed of in this questionable way.
The troubled experience with ocean dumping of radioactive waste also sheds light on
NRC’s current reliance on the assumed continuity of institutional controls for long-term or
indefinite storage of HLW at surface terrestrial locations such as reactor sites. In 1980, Michael
Rose of the Committee to Bridge the Gap researched records and identified fifty old ocean
disposal sites off the East and West Coasts and in the Gulf of Mexico.28 Government officials
had lost track of a significant fraction of these, not knowing any longer of their existence, to the
extent they had to ask the public interest group for help in identifying their own lost dumpsites.29
Additionally, the NAS recommended, and the State of California and the U.S. Congress
required by laws passed, continued monitoring of the dumpsites. However, not only had the
government failed to even know any longer where many of the ocean disposal sites were located,
with a couple of exceptions, the requirement to monitoring them was not carried out.
The empirical historical evidence is not particularly helpful, therefore, to a claim that one
can rely on institutional controls for radioactive waste over the long periods in question, when in
the very much shorter periods to date (i.e., just a few decades), government has forgotten even
where some of the disposal sites are and has failed, despite legal requirements, to continue to
monitor them.
Land-Based Disposal of “Low-Level” Radioactive Waste (LLRW)30
As the erroneous optimism about ocean dumping became more apparent and it was
phased out, emphasis was placed instead on shallow land burial. However, the same pattern of
over-confidence, followed by failure of the dumpsites, evidenced itself.
Shallow land burial of LLRW generally involves placing boxes and drums of radioactive
wastes in unlined trenches and then covering them with dirt. 10 CFR Part 61 It was predicted
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that radionuclides would not migrate for ten thousand years. Over and over again, the sites were
found to fail instead in decades.
Such a claim had been the underpinning of the original licensing of the Sheffield, Illinois
dumpsite and a request to expand. While that request was pending, a tritium plume was found to
have migrated from the trenches, traveled offsite and contaminated nearby Trout Lake. When
this finding made approval unlikely, the dump operator abandoned the site. Rain filled open
trenches, exacerbating the migration. The leaking site was closed.31
Similarly, the Maxey Flats, Kentucky dumpsite was predicated on no migration for on the
order of ten millennia. Instead, after a decade or two, EPA found plutonium had migrated. It
had been asserted that this couldn’t happen, that the radionuclides would adsorb onto soil
particles and be largely immobilized. It turned out that there were organic complexing agents in
the soil that dramatically altered the soil partition coefficient (Kd), which greatly increases
migration rates. This failure of the optimistic assumptions to actually hold led to the shutdown
of the site and its designation as a Superfund site.32
After these failures of its assumptions regarding sites in humid locations, NRC and the
Agreement States under its regulation argued that there would be no migration in more arid
locations. In so doing, they and other regulators relied in large part on the presumed experience
at the Beatty, Nevada disposal site, in a very dry location not far from Yucca Mountain. Based
largely on a theory called “chloride mass balance,” it was asserted that no migration from the
Beatty disposal trenches would occur for ten thousand years. However, within just a few decades
of the site commencing operations, USGS found radioactive material had migrated offsite and
down to groundwater. The finding was instrumental in abandoning a proposed similar project at
Ward Valley, California, where the same optimistic claims had been made. The Beatty site is
now also shut down.
The “waste confidence” in shallow land burial of radioactive waste turned out to be no
better based than the confidence initially held regarding ocean disposal.

High Level Waste Disposal Siting Efforts
A pattern of over-confidence very similar to that described above about ocean disposal
and shallow land burial occurred in efforts to establish geologic repositories for HLW, resulting
in the failure of those endeavors.
The AEC early on decided that disposal of HLW in salt formations would isolate it
indefinitely and a location near Lyons, Kansas chosen. At first glance, salt would seem an ideal
location for such waste. Because it is so soluble, it presence would seem to indicate the lack of
water for long periods of time. It is fairly plastic, so the salt would tend to mold itself around the
waste packages.
But salt formations have other, less-desirable qualities. For example, the waste produces
a great deal of heat by radioactive decay, at least for many centuries. That heat tends to draw
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moisture from the salt toward the canisters, so that they end up sitting in pools of hot brine,
which can corrode the containers and leach out the radioactive materials.
And then there was the institutional control problem. The performance of a waste facility
inside a salt formation is dependent upon there being no oil, natural gas, or other drilling into the
formation that punctures its integrity. Such drilling can produce pathways for rainwater and
surface water to enter the repository, pick up contamination, and carry it back to the general
environment. One would need to be able to guarantee, for very long periods of time, that such
drilling activity would be barred and such prohibition effectively enforced. This is difficult in
the extreme.
It turned out, however, that this problem was not merely a hypothetical one for the future,
but had already occurred. State geological authorities had tried to explain to the AEC that the
formation was already riddled with numerous such wells, and that governmental records were so
poor that even if one could seal permanently many of the known wells, there were many others
for which there were no records. But the political commitment to the project left the AEC
resistant to considering seriously such scientific impediments. Eventually, the evidence that the
site was punctured with a great many wells became overwhelming and could no longer be
ignored. Additionally, it turned out that there was nearby a salt leaching operation, a kind of
hydraulic fracturing that injected high pressure water into the formation at one location to force
out salt, dissolved in that water, elsewhere. A large volume of water had disappeared,
somewhere in the salt formation, not far from where the repository was to be located. These
problems resulted in a last-minute abandonment of the entire project and significant
embarrassment for the AEC.33
This failure contributed to a substantial rethinking of the policy for attempting to select
sites for permanent repositories, and resulted in the passage of the High Level Waste Act. It
directed that nine candidate sites were to be winnowed down to three, and then those studied
thoroughly so as to select the one that was technically superior. A similar process was to be
undertaken for selecting the location of a second repository, to be located in the eastern half of
the country.
But then politics intervened. To appeal to voters in a presidential election, the east coast
sites were dropped from consideration. Then the western sites were reduced to Texas,
Washington State, and Nevada, and rather than follow the law and analyze all three to pick the
one that had the most favorable geological features, Texas and Washington State used their
political clout in Congress to be removed from consideration, leaving just Nevada. Rather than
scientific criteria, a simple mathematical formula was essentially used—which state had the
smallest Congressional delegation. Nevada won, or lost, depending on one’s perspective. But
science and the environment were the real losers, because our institutions once again proved
incapable of making decisions about high level radioactive waste in a fashion that was driven by
safety.
The law still required that Yucca Mountain be analyzed and if demonstrated to be
unsuitable, dropped and a new site selected. DOE based much of its asserted confidence in the
appropriateness of the site on its arid location. It was assumed the mountain had almost no water
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in it, and that there was almost no percolation of rainwater into the mountain and extremely slow
migration of whatever moisture might exist deep inside.
But then the scientific evidence began, once again, to bite the heels of those optimistic
assumptions. It was soon found that, rather than being dry as a bone, there was a great deal of
water inside Yucca Mountain. In one experiment, DOE carved a chamber out of the rock deep
inside the mountain, installed sensitive moisture sensing devices, and sealed off the chamber.
When it was reopened to retrieve the data it was discovered that they had lost most of the
measurements because there was so much water that it had shorted out the monitoring devices.34
There in fact turned out to be so much water that it would be drawn toward the hot waste
packages, which would then boil the water into steam for the first hundreds of years; then when
the spent fuel cooled down some, the water would recondense and rain onto the waste packages,
corroding them and releasing their radioactive contents. Extraordinary schemes were then
proposed to deal with this new problem, including remotely going back into the repository a
hundred years after the last packages were put in and construct drip shields made out of the very
expensive and rare metal titanium.
Despite this discouraging surprise, DOE still hung on to the second optimistic
assumption: that rain wouldn’t percolate into the mountain and whatever water might be inside
the mountain wouldn’t migrate except at very slow rates. But then there was another
disconcerting discovery: chlorine-36, a radionuclide associated with nuclear weapons tests, was
found deep inside the mountain.35 If the theories about slow migration rates were correct, this
shouldn’t have been possible. Nuclear weapons have been exploded only since 1945. Any
chlorine-36 from weapons tests thus took less than a few decades to migrate inside Yucca
Mountain, not millennia.
DOE models showed that doses to the public would far exceed current regulatory limits
and would peak a couple hundred thousand years into the future. But with all this scientific
evidence that the site wasn’t suitable—it wasn’t dry, as originally assumed; water migrated
quickly, not slowly within the mountain; and peak doses to the public could far exceed current
permissible limits—politics trumped science and the project proceeded. If one couldn’t meet the
standards, set standards one could arguably meet. Lower the bar.
So EPA issued regulations that the project only had to show it could meet normal
standards for the first 10,000 years. Even though the waste was hazardous for hundreds of
thousands of years, and even though DOE’s models showed doses peaking far after the 10,000
year point, EPA’s rule cut off consideration of impacts long before they would reach their
maximum.
NAS had recommended against employing such a regulatory fiction, and because the law
required consistency with NAS’s recommendations, the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit
overturned the EPA rules. In the face of the discoveries that the fundamental technical
assumptions for safety of the site were in question, and having to now demonstrate compliance
with radiation standards for the full period of the toxicity of the wastes rather than the regulatory
fiction of 10,000 years, DOE chose to not proceed with the Yucca Mountain project. A Blue
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Ribbon Commission was established to try to identify a path forward, and its recommendations
largely reflect how difficult a task it is to find a solution to the waste problem. The BRC focused
on establishing interim storage sites while the nation tried to figure out a permanent solution.
We thus returned to square one, little closer to solving the HLW problem than we were on
December 2, 1942, when the first atomic reactor waste was created.

NRC Waste Confidence Rule Redux, and Reliance on Institutional Controls
Despite the above history of repeated misplaced confidence that there was a solution at
hand to the radioactive waste disposal problem, NRC continued to bar consideration of the waste
issue in proceedings on whether to grant licenses to produce more of it. NRC did so based on its
Waste Confidence Rule, repeatedly revised as it became clear that prior dates by which it had
confidently predicted the opening a repository would not be met. In the end, the Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia struck down the NRC’s most recent statement of
confidence that such a repository would be available “when needed,” and directed the agency to
perform an environmental review of the impacts that would arise should no such facility get
constructed, a prospect that the Court said should not be ignored.
The NRC, in its proposed new Waste Confidence Rule, puts forward several draft
findings. One is that a geological repository is “feasible” within 60 years of the end of the
licensed period, with any renewals, of existing reactors. That, of course, is a far cry from being
confident that that will happen. It is feasible that one will win the lottery, but not likely, not
something one should count on.
The evidence put forward by NRC to support this finding is not very robust. After
recounting some of the history, in this country and abroad, where plans for opening repositories
have repeatedly failed and been put off, NRC then identifies new hoped-for opening dates and
says because such dates have been put forward, they are thus feasible. It is a circular argument
without foundation. Indeed, the actual data identified—continued failure of all nations with
nuclear power plants to open even a single high level waste disposal site—suggest quite clearly
the difficulty in having confidence that such a facility will in fact open here in the next decades.
NRC then proceeds to indicate its confidence that irradiated nuclear fuel not just can but
will be safely stored on the surface, at reactor sites or elsewhere, for three different periods: (1)
140 years from the time the reactor started operations, (2) 240 years from startup, and (3)
indefinitely. NRC presumes that after a certain point, spent fuel is moved to dry casks and that
there is continuity of institutional controls for these time scales for guarding, maintaining, and at
regular intervals, repackaging the fuel in new casks. These are rather extraordinary assumptions.
For hundreds of years the fuel gives off enough heat that they must be constantly cooled.
The dry casks involve passive cooling, but this requires the cooling vents to be kept free of snow,
leaves, dirt and other debris, so regular maintenance is needed. The fuel inside, if attacked by
terrorists, could release large amounts of radioactivity, and so NRC requires constant guarding of
the material by plant security forces. Over the centuries, as the radiation levels diminish from
decay of the intermediate-lived radionuclides such as cesium-137 and strontium-90, it will at
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some point become much easier and thus more attractive as weapons-usable material for theft,
i.e., to obtain the plutonium inside that could be used for atomic bombs.36 Thus, need for security
to protect the spent fuel will not diminish over time and arguably increases.
Additionally, NRC presumes the spent fuel can be safely stored in dry casks for a century,
but will then need to be repackaged. This will involve complex remote handling and
construction of repackaging devices. NRC assumes some institution will in fact take care of this
task every hundred years, a difficult and expensive undertaking, given the hazard involved.
These presumptions are predicated on the assumption that the utilities that own the
reactor sites where the material will be stored will continue to exist and will have the resources
and commitment to undertake these tasks over these very long periods. This is hard to
countenance, given that no utility has been in existence that long, maintenance of funds for such
a non-income-producing activity seems unlikely, and institutional memory at such utilities to
carry out these functions difficult to maintain.
NRC also assumes that the regulatory institutions will also continue to function over
these time periods, and, presumably, that if the utilities cease to exist, government will take over
the responsibility for the maintenance, guarding, and repackaging. But the NRC itself has only
existed for less than forty years, a century less than even the first time period under consideration,
140 years. The U.S. government has existed for less than the 240 years of the second time
period. And all of recorded history is two orders of magnitude shorter than the hazardous life of
the plutonium-239 in the waste. Assuming institutions will be around to guard, maintain, and
repackage these wastes over these time periods is exceedingly hard to defend.
But NRC does not try to technically defend this proposition—it just assumes it. And it
relegates to a footnote (fn. 2) its discussion of this extraordinarily consequential assumption.
After conceding numerous situations where long-term reliance on institutional controls is not
allowed, including disposal of HLW in a geologic repository and disposal of LLRW in nearsurface sites,37 NRC proceeds to assert that indefinite surface storage of HLW is somehow
different and the prospect of institutional controls being ineffective or non-existent at some point
is so unlikely as to be completely speculative and thus should not be considered.
NRC says the casks will be visible and the consequences of not guarding, maintaining,
and repackaging them indefinitely so severe, that future institutions will without question supply
the resources, essentially forever, to so protect them. This proposition appears to turn the actual
situation on its head.
NRC is refusing to analyze in its draft GEIS the consequences of institutions failing. Its
sole basis for doing so is its assertion that institutional controls will not fail. And its argument as
to why institutional controls will not fail is because the consequences of failing are so severe.
This is completely circular.
Additionally, the fact that the HLW casks will be on the surface and visible increases
rather than eliminates the prospect of them being broken into. Like the pyramids of Egypt, they
are likely to be seen as tombs or vaults containing items of great value, worth stealing.
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NRC also assumes that long into the future, unspecified institutions will somehow
remember what is inside the HLW casks and how dangerous that material is, and therefore spend
precious resources to indefinitely protect material from which they received no benefit. But such
institutional memory is rather quickly lost. We still do not understand well, for example, for
what purpose the moai, the monumental statues of Easter Island, were constructed. And what
language would one write the documentation about the risks and the necessary technology
needed for repackaging the casks so it can be understood far into the future? Most Americans
cannot readily read even the early English of Chaucer, let alone the languages of ancient peoples.
And how would those instruction manuals for repackaging the waste be preserved for future
generations? And on what media? Floppy disks went the way of the dinosaurs after just a few
years; operating systems become obsolete in very brief intervals; paper disintegrates, burns, or
just gets lost.
In far shorter periods, institutional reliability appears questionable. It is not without its
own irony that the NRC had to cancel several of its scheduled hearings on the Waste Confidence
Rule because the U.S. government shut down. Sequesters and other budget cuts, depressions,
wars, and natural catastrophes all can result in institutional obligations not being met, even in
relatively modest time frames. To count on institutional controls over centuries, millennia, or
longer is difficult to defend. The recent history of waste disposal, recounted briefly in this paper,
demonstrates that even in a period of just a few decades, institutions have lost track of waste
disposal sites, failed to meet legally binding cleanup requirements or monitoring obligations, and
otherwise have not been reliable. Long-term reliance on such institutions and institutional
controls seems without basis.
Conclusion
The history of waste practices to date has been one of irrational exuberance, misplaced
confidence that things will just work out. But the historical evidence suggests the opposite. And
despite that long history of failure, the NRC repeatedly asserts, “this time will be different.”
The latest iteration of the Waste Confidence Rule relies on a remarkable regulatory
fiction: that just leaving large amounts of extraordinarily hazardous and long-lived material
sitting on storage pads at numerous locations around the country will not result in unacceptable
environmental impacts because institutions will continuously guard, regularly maintain, and
periodically repackage the waste for hundreds of years, or even hundreds of thousands of years.
This seems, to use a favorite phrase of the NRC, “non-credible.”
In a 1972 article in Science Magazine, Alvin Weinberg, then Director of the AEC’s Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, famously wrote: “We nuclear people have made a Faustian bargain
with society.” On the one hand reactors offer an extraordinary source of energy. “But the price
that we demand of society for this magical energy source is both a vigilance and a longevity of
our social institutions that we are quite unaccustomed to.” He went on to suggest that what might
be needed was a kind of nuclear priesthood to manage these risks over the long time periods
involved. He concluded by asking the fundamental question: “Is mankind prepared to exert the
eternal vigilance needed to ensure proper and safe operation of its nuclear energy system?”38
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The National Environmental Policy Act is based on a critical principle: that one should
honestly and thoroughly evaluate potential environmental impacts of major federal actions
before deciding to undertake them. Here, NRC proposes to make licensing decisions that would
result in creation of large amounts of additional high level radioactive waste for which no
disposal solution exists. Yet NRC has declined to evaluate the environmental consequences of
such production, solely on the assumption that institutions will exercise “eternal vigilance” of the
waste.
“Eternal vigilance” seems quite outside of any reasonable expectation for human
institutions and the hazardous lives of high level radioactive wastes. Perhaps the more important
question is whether it is morally appropriate to produce more of such wastes, dangerous for
hundreds of millennia, if one cannot reasonably expect such eternal vigilance. At the end of the
day, that is what is at issue in NRC’s proposed Waste Confidence Rule and associated
environmental review.
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